Il Cucchiaio DArgento Torte Ediz Illustrata
If you ally habit such a referred Il Cucchiaio DArgento Torte Ediz Illustrata book that will present you worth, get the no question best seller from
us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to funny books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are moreover
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections Il Cucchiaio DArgento Torte Ediz Illustrata that we will categorically offer. It is not in
relation to the costs. Its practically what you need currently. This Il Cucchiaio DArgento Torte Ediz Illustrata , as one of the most involved sellers
here will completely be along with the best options to review.

Although Artusi was himself of the upper classes and it was doubtful he
had ever touched a kitchen utensil or lit a fire under a pot, he wrote the
book not for professional chefs, as was the nineteenth-century custom,
but for middle-class family cooks: housewives and their domestic helpers.
His tone is that of a friendly advisor – humorous and nonchalant. He
indulges in witty anecdotes about many of the recipes, describing his
experiences and the historical relevance of particular dishes. Artusi's
masterpiece is not merely a popular cookbook; it is a landmark work in
Italian culture. This English edition (first published by Marsilio
Publishers in 1997) features a delightful introduction by Luigi Ballerini
that traces the fascinating history of the book and explains its
importance in the context of Italian history and politics. The illustrations
are by the noted Italian artist Giuliano Della Casa.
My First Cookbook - Angela Wilkes
Introduces the tools, recipes, and techniques necessary for such dishes
as speedy pizzas and bread bears.
Patisserie! L'opera definitiva - Christophe Felder 2013

The Flavor Thesaurus - Niki Segnit 2012-05-01
A career flavor scientist who has worked with such companies as Lindt,
Coca-Cola and Cadbury organizes food flavors into 160 basic ingredients,
explaining how to combine flavors for countless results, in a reference
that also shares practical tips and whimsical observations.
The Mixellany Guide to Vermouth & Other Aperitifs Vegetal and Mineral Memory - Umberto Eco 2005
The Silver Spoon Classic - The Silver Spoon Kitchen 2019-09-18
A luxurious collection of the best recipes from the world's leading Italian
cookbook - with all new photography and design First published in 1950,
Il Cucchiaio d'Argento, or its English-language offspring The Silver
Spoon, is the ultimate compilation of traditional home-cooking Italian
dishes. In this all-new luxurious book, The Silver Spoon Classic features
170 of the very best-of-the-best recipes from Italy's incredibly diverse
regions. Carefully selected from Phaidon's Silver Spoon cookbooks,
which have sold more than one million copies worldwide, this new
collection features exquisite photography of the dishes, is replete with
elegant double ribbons for easy reference, and a sumptuous design and
package, which makes for an ideal gift or keepsake for the amateur and
serious chef. With dishes for all tastes and seasons, The Silver Spoon
Classic is the definitive guide to preparing the most important, authentic,
and delicious Italian recipes.
Parliamo Italiano! - Suzanne Branciforte 2001-11-12
The Second Edition of Parliamo italiano! instills five core language skills
by pairing cultural themes with essential grammar points. Students use
culture—the geography, traditions, and history of Italy—to understand
and master the language. The 60-minute Parliamo italiano! video
features stunning, on-location footage of various cities and regions
throughout Italy according to a story line corresponding to each unit's
theme and geographic focus.
500 Sushi - Caroline Bennett 2013-03-01
500 Sushi provides the home chef with everything needed to make
delicious, authentic sushi at home. Making these flavorsome bites is easy
with this exhaustive collection of recipes! Following the expert advice
from the founder of Moshi Moshi Sushi, you will learn how to choose
fresh fish and other ingredients and fuse them into delicious
combinations. From toppings and fillings to seasonings and
accompaniments, this book gives you the tips and knowledge you need to
make this popular Japanese dish.
Bread Is Gold - Massimo Bottura 2017-11-06
Massimo Bottura, the world's best chef, prepares extraordinary meals
from ordinary and sometimes 'wasted' ingredients inspiring home chefs
to eat well while living well. 'These dishes could change the way we feed
the world, because they can be cooked by anyone, anywhere, on any
budget. To feed the planet, first you have to fight the waste', Massimo
Bottura Bread is Gold is the first book to take a holistic look at the
subject of food waste, presenting recipes for three-course meals from 45
of the world's top chefs, including Daniel Humm, Mario Batali, René
Redzepi, Alain Ducasse, Joan Roca, Enrique Olvera, Ferran & Albert
Adrià and Virgilio Martínez. These recipes, which number more than
150, turn everyday ingredients into inspiring dishes that are delicious,
economical, and easy to make.
Science in the Kitchen and the Art of Eating Well - Pellegrino Artusi
2003-12-27
First published in 1891, Pellegrino Artusi's La scienza in cucina e l'arte
di mangier bene has come to be recognized as the most significant
Italian cookbook of modern times. It was reprinted thirteen times and
had sold more than 52,000 copies in the years before Artusi's death in
1910, with the number of recipes growing from 475 to 790. And while
this figure has not changed, the book has consistently remained in print.
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Martha Stewart's Cooking School (Enhanced Edition) - Martha
Stewart 2011-12-20
This enhanced edition of Martha Stewart’s Cooking School includes 31
instructional step-by-step videos and hundreds of color photographs that
demonstrate the fundamental cooking techniques that every home cook
should know. Imagine having Martha Stewart at your side in the kitchen,
teaching you how to hold a chef’s knife, select the very best ingredients,
truss a chicken, make a perfect pot roast, prepare every vegetable, bake
a flawless pie crust, and much more. In Martha Stewart’s Cooking
School, you get just that: a culinary master class from Martha herself,
with lessons for home cooks of all levels. Never before has Martha
written a book quite like this one. Arranged by cooking technique, it’s
aimed at teaching you how to cook, not simply what to cook. Delve in and
soon you’ll be roasting, broiling, braising, stewing, sautéing, steaming,
and poaching with confidence and competence. In addition to the
techniques, you’ll find more than 200 sumptuous, all-new recipes that
put the lessons to work, along with invaluable step-by-step photographs
to take the guesswork out of cooking. You’ll also gain valuable insight
into equipment, ingredients, and every other aspect of the kitchen to
round out your culinary education. Featuring more than 500 gorgeous
color photographs, Martha Stewart’s Cooking School is the new gold
standard for everyone who truly wants to know his or her way around the
kitchen.
Pizza and Focaccia - Academia Barilla Staff 2013-08-22
The Academy promotes courses that spread knowledge about the Italian
gastronomic tradition, distributes the best Italian products, and spreads
Italy's culinary culture through publications like this one that recount the
unequaled gastronomic riches of the country.
The Silver Spoon - John Galsworthy 1926
The Little Book of Chocolat - Joanne Harris 2014-03-13
Try me . . . test me . . . taste me . . . Joanne Harris’s Chocolat trilogy has
tantalized readers with its sensuous descriptions of chocolate since it
was first published. Now, to celebrate the much-loved story of Vianne
Rocher’s deliciously decadent chocolaterie, Joanne Harris and Fran
Warde have created the ultimate book of chocolate lore and recipes from
around the world, bringing a touch of magic to your kitchen.
The Garden of the Finzi-Continis - Giorgio Bassani 1989
Italian Folktales - Italo Calvino 1980
Retells two hundred traditional Italian tales, including the stories of a
fearless little man, a prince who married a frog, and a woman who lived
on wind
Chocolate Sommelier - Clara Padovani 2020-01-07
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Once considered "the food of the gods," chocolate is now enjoyed by
everyone. From the origins of cocoa cultivation, to the secrets of the
harvesting and drying the beans, all the way to the art of the processing,
Chocolate Sommelier immerses you in the flavors, scents, and infinite
variety of chocolate. This magnificent volume, with stunning photographs
by Fabio Petroni and mouthwatering cocoa-based recipes, is a
chocoholic's delight.
The Official Harry Potter Baking Book - Joanna Farrow 2021-07-20
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Bake your way through Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry! Inspired by the films, this is the ONE
and ONLY official Harry Potter cookbook! Packed with over 40 recipes
and gorgeous, eye-catching photography, this baking cookbook is a musthave for every Harry Potter fan. Delight in 43 tasty recipes inspired by
the Harry Potter films! From Pumpkin Patch Pies to Owl Muffins, Luna's
Spectrespecs Cookies to Hogwarts Gingerbread, The Official Harry
Potter Baking Cookbook is packed with mouthwatering recipes that will,
dare we say, ... ensnare the senses. Host a Great Hall-inspired feast for
your friends or delight in a portion for one. Includes recipes for all kinds
of delicious baked goods, as well as nutritional and dietary information.
This baking cookbook is great for everyone and includes gluten-free,
vegetarian, and vegan recipes as well!
Santini - Aldo Santini 2014
Since 1925, when a simple trattoria opened on the banks of the Oglio
River in Lombardy, three generations have succeeded one another in the
kitchen. The Pescatore is today in the capable hands of the woman voted
the World's Best Woman Chef 2013, Nadia Santini. This book shares the
family recipes of perhaps the best Italian restaurant in the world.
A Day at elBulli - Ferran Adrià 2010-06-16
For the first time, A Day at elBulli: An Insight into the Ideas, Methods
and Creativity of Ferran Adria allows unprecedented access to one of the
world's most famous, sought-after and mysterious restaurants. Having
held three Michelin stars since 1997, and regularly voted 'Best
Restaurant in the World' by a panel of 500 industry professionals, elBulli
has been at the very forefront of the restaurant scene since Ferran Adria
became sole head chef in 1987. Aimed at food enthusiasts as well as
industry professionals, the book documents all the activities and
processes that make up just one day of service with stunning colour
photography of the kitchens, staff, creative workshop, dishes, the
restaurant itself and its striking surroundings near the town of Roses,
north east of Barcelona. The book starts with daybreak at 6.15 am, then
shows visits to the local markets to source ingredients from 7.00 am,
Ferran's arrival at the workshop, his morning creative experimentation
session, the arrival of the rest of the brigade at 2.3 0 pm to begin the
mise-en-place for the evening, the preparations of each guest's menu, the
daily tasks of the front of house team, and the arrival of the first guests
for dinner from 7.45 pm until the last guests' departure by 2.00 am. The
menu is fully explained with detailed and technical recipes that reveal
the full extent of the chefs' artistry. Innovative text inserts open the lid
on the history of elBulli and Ferran Adria, the creative methods, the
secret workshops, the technical processes behind the creation of a dish,
the network of sensations and interactions that take place between a
restaurant and its guests and the sensory experiences of eating, as well
as the formidable reservations procedure and the structure of a meal into
four theatrical 'acts'. A Day at elBulli: An Insight into the Ideas, Methods
and Creativity of Ferran Adria allows all lovers of good food to
experience this spectacular restaurant to the full.
Modern French Pastry - Cheryl Wakerhauser 2017-10-24
Cheryl Wakerhauser, the award-winning chef and owner of Pix
Patisserie, brings new artistry to classic French desserts. With recipes
like Le Royale, Amélie, Pear Rosemary Tart, Pistachio Picnic Cake, Bûche
de Noël, Crème Brûlée Cookies and Macarons, you will be sure to wow
any guest with complex flavors and textures that are unique to French
pastry. French dessert is a study in components, and Cheryl breaks each
recipe down, providing information on classic techniques while imbuing
each recipe with a new twist. Her Amélie recipe, the winner of the Patis
France Chocolate Competition, combines orange vanilla crème brûlée,
glazed chocolate mousse, caramelized hazelnuts, praline crisp and
orange liqueur génoise. Cheryl trained with MOF Philippe URRACA, a
prestigious patisserie located in southern France. She has been featured
in World of Fine Wine, Delta Sky magazine, Thrillist Portland, Food
Network Magazine, The Wall Street Journal, USA Today and Bon Appétit.
This book will have 41 recipes and 80 photos.
Pasta Revolution. Pasta Conquers Haute Cuisine - Eleonora Cozzella
2016
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Chocolat: the Art of the Chocolatier - Vincent Lemains 2014-10-06
Gourmands everywhere will be delighted by the publication of Les
Marquis de Ladurée a magic door that opens into a chocolate lovers
paradise, where the precious and the delicious are combined in a world
dedicated exclusively to chocolate. Ladurée share their finest recipes for
chocolates, chocolate pastries, cakes and sweets all for the home cook.
The recipes are complemented by a diverse text on the magical
substance itself: the history of chocolate, the making of chocolate, its
benefits, how to taste it, and hints and advice on pairing it with other
flavours, interspersed with quotes from famous chocolate lovers past and
present.
Italian Cooking School: Pizza - The Silver Spoon Kitchen 2015-10-12
75 fail-proof recipes for pizza, focaccia, and calzone from the world’s
most trusted and bestselling Italian cookbook series. Affordable and
compact, it offers easy everyday recipes for busy people, on all budgets.
Readers learn to make basic pizza and pie doughs and then develop their
cooking repertoire with more challenging techniques as they advance
through the book. Step-by-step instructions and photography guide
readers through the cooking process and ensure success every time.
Telephone Tales - Gianni Rodari 2020-09-08
Reminiscent of Scheherazade and One Thousand and One Nights, Gianni
Rodari's Telephone Tales is many stories within a story. Every night, a
traveling father must finish a bedtime story in the time that a single coin
will buy. One night, it's a carousel that adults cannot comprehend, but
whose operator must be some sort of magician, the next, it's a land filled
with butter men who melt in the sunshine Awarded the Hans Christian
Anderson Award in 1970, Gianni Rodari is widely considered to be Italy's
most important children's author of the 20th century. Newly reillustrated by Italian artist Valerio Vidali (The Forest), Telephone Tales
entertains, while questioning and imagining other worlds.
Tradition in Evolution. The Art and Science in Pastry - Leonardo Di
Carlo 2014
Every Night Is Pizza Night - J. Kenji López-Alt 2020-09-01
Best-selling author J. Kenji López-Alt introduces Pipo, a girl on a quest to
prove that pizza is the best food in the world. Pipo thinks that pizza is the
best. No, Pipo knows that pizza is the best. It is scientific fact. But when
she sets out on a neighborhood-spanning quest to prove it, she discovers
that “best” might not mean what she thought it means. Join Pipo as she
cooks new foods with her friends Eugene, Farah, Dakota, and Ronnie and
Donnie. Each eating experiment delights and stuns her taste buds. Is a
family recipe for bibimbap better than pizza? What about a Moroccan
tagine that reminds you of home? Or is the best food in the world the
kind of food you share with the people you love? Warm and funny, with
bright, whimsical illustrations by Gianna Ruggiero, Every Night Is Pizza
Night is a story about open-mindedness, community, and family. With a
bonus pizza recipe for young readers to cook with their parents, Every
Night Is Pizza Night will make even the pickiest eaters hungry for
something new.
Essential Ottolenghi [Two-Book Bundle] - Yotam Ottolenghi
2020-02-25
Experience Yotam Ottolenghi’s wholly original approach to Middle
Eastern-inspired, vegetable-centric cooking with over 280 recipes in a
convenient ebook bundle of the beloved New York Times bestselling
cookbooks Plenty More and Ottolenghi Simple. From powerhouse chef
and author (with over five million book copies sold) Yotam Ottolenghi
comes this collection of two fan favorites. These definitive books feature
over 280 recipes—spanning every meal, from breakfast to dessert,
including snacks and sides—showcasing Yotam’s trademark dazzling,
boldly flavored, Middle Eastern cooking style. Full of weeknight winners,
for vegetarians and omnivores alike, such as Braised Eggs with Leeks
and Za’atar, Polenta Chips with Avocado and Yogurt, Lamb and Feta
Meatballs, Baked Orzo with Mozzarella and Oregano, and Halvah Ice
Cream with Chocolate Sauce and Roasted Peanuts, Essential Ottolenghi
includes: Plenty More: More than 150 dazzling recipes emphasize spices,
seasonality, and bold flavors. Organized by cooking method, from
inspired salads to hearty main dishes and luscious desserts, this
collection will change the way you cook and eat vegetables. Ottolenghi
Simple: These 130 streamlined recipes packed with Yotam’s famous
flavors are all simple in at least (and often more than) one way: made in
thirty minutes or less, with ten or fewer ingredients, in a single pot,
using pantry staples, or prepared ahead of time for brilliantly, deliciously
simple meals.
Food Futures - Gemma Warriner 2017-04-04
Food Futures is a compilation of unique design projects that act as visual
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stimulus for designers and food enthusiasts alike, illustrating the
possibilities that new technologies open up to designers and the different
ways society perceives food. The aestheticisation of food is a growing
phenomenon for both designers and consumers alike. Designers are
increasingly identifying food as an object that speaks a global language,
as an effective communication medium to visualise and express their
ideas. Aside from the role a designer plays in the process of food
fabrication, industrial practices too contribute to the alteration of shape,
colour, scent and consistency of food, transforming it before our eyes, for
our eyes. Food Futures seeks to exist as a stimulating visual collection of
experimentation and innovation in food design, posing questions and
challenging how we perceive this everyday commodity. Food Futures is
structured in three main sections, each of which will encompass design
projects appropriate to different categories. These sections will help to
shape an understanding of the various ways in which the project has
been fabricated and will be titled, respectively, 'Two Dimensional', 'Three
Dimensional' and 'Multi Sensory' (experiential). Gemma Warriner is a
Visual Communication Designer and educator at the University of
Technology Sydney. Her work reflects her interests in information
visualisation, food design and brand experience, exhibiting a
multidisciplinary approach to design with projects spanning across both
print and digital platforms. Gemma’s designs have been and recognised
by The Australian Graphic Design Association (AGDA), Graphis, Kantar
Information is Beautiful Awards, Adobe and The Dieline. Kate
Sweetapple is a senior lecturer at the School of Design (University of
Technology Sydney, Australia) who explores the intersection of words
and images through exhibitions, installations and printed matter. Her
research interests include information visualisation that is poetic/playful;
experimental and speculative design practice; and, the role of the
designer as a cultural critic and agent.Kate is a foundering member of
Page Screen, a design research studio, based at the University of
Technology, Sydney.
On Ugliness - Umberto Eco 2011
Beauty and ugliness are two sides of the same coin; by ugliness we
usually mean the opposite of beauty and we often define the first in order
to understand the nature of the second. But the various depictions of
ugliness over the centuries are richer and more unpredictable than is
commonly thought. The striking images and anthological quotations in
On Ugliness lead us on an extraordinary journey through the passions,
terrors and nightmares of almost three thousand years, where acts of
rejection go hand in hand with touching instances of empathy, and an
aversion to deformity is accompanied by seductive violations of all
classical canons. With his characteristic wit and erudition, Umberto Eco
draws on examples in art and literature from ancient times to the present
day. Abundantly illustrated with demons, madmen, vile enemies and
disquieting presences, with freaks and the living dead, On Ugliness is
conceived for a vast and diverse readership, and is an invaluable
companion volume to On Beauty.
The Talisman Italian Cook Book - Ada Boni 1976

The authors share priceless advice with readers. They will lead you to a
reconsideration of winter vegetables, through scrumptious dishes like
cabbage rolls, cauliflower cream and baked onions. You will also be
introduced to the numerous culinary possibilities of cooking with offal,
with traditional dishes such as Milanese tripe. Enjoy the lovely flavors of
braised meat cooked in wine and broth, the refined experience of goose
cassoeula, and the timeless appeal of Milanese classics like ossobuco.
For those who wish to delve into tradition while keeping a finger on the
pulse of the present, Contemporary Milanese Cooking will surely not
disappoint.
Vegetables from an Italian Garden - Editors of Phaidon Press 2011-05-18
Vegetles from an Italian Garden features 400 delicious recipes
showcasing over 40 different kinds of vegetles newly collected by the
editors behind the classic Italian cooking bible, The Silver Spoon.
Authentic and easy-to-use, the book will reveal how Italians use vegetles
year-round to prepare simple yet crowd-pleasing dishes. The book is
organized by season in four color-coded sections (Spring, Summer, Fall
and Winter) to help you conveniently browse for recipes by time of year.
Each season is subdivided into chapters for different vegetles
highlighting best-known varieties, appearance, storage and preparation
and everything you need to know to maximize flavor and nutritional
content. It even includes information on how to plant and harvest each
vegetle in your own home garden. Then come the recipes! Each season
includes approximately 100 recipes organized further by main vegetle
ingredient. For example for Spring, the book reveals how to utilize the
best of the season?s bounty with main ingredients including Spinach,
Swiss Chard, Wild Greens, Artichokes, Asparagus, Fava Beans, Peas,
Radishes, Avocados, Onions and Belgian Endive. Offering something for
everyone, two-thirds of the recipes are vegetarian, and the remaining
third feature beef, chicken, pork or fish as co-stars and are coded with
unique symbols to make pleasing any dietary preference easy. As stated
in the book?s introduction by the Editors, ?Italian cuisine is by no means
vegetarian, but vegetles play an important and integral role to every
meal.?
Opera Patisserie - Cedric Grolet 2020-10-06
The latest French patisserie cookbook from award-winning French pastry
chef Cédric Grolet Opéra Pâtisserie marks the entrance of the most
talented pastry chef of his generation, Cédric Grolet, into the world of
boulangerie-pâtisserie. This book coincides with the opening of his new
shop in the Opéra district in the heart of Paris. Far from the haute
couture pastries designed at palace hotels, with Opera Pâtisserie, Grolet
returns to the essentials with a collection of hearty and accessible
recipes. Follow your senses through the pages to discover the very best
French recipes for viennoiseries, breads, biscuits, pastries, and frozen
fruit sorbets. From croissant to mille-feuille, from tarte tatin to .clairs,
the book features 100 fully illustrated desserts we all love. Recipes are
organized into chapters that follow the rhythm of the day. At 7 a.m., it’s
time for viennoiseries and breads; at 11 a.m., it’s pastries; at 3 p.m.,
desserts and frozen fruits; and at 5 p.m., it’s time for the final batch of
bread. Opéra Pâtisserie is the indispensable book for every pastry lover!
Food Across Cultures - Giuseppe Balirano 2019-02-19
This edited volume brings together original sociolinguistic and cultural
contributions on food as an instrument to explore diasporic identities.
Focusing on food practices in cross-cultural contact, the authors reveal
how they can be used as a powerful vehicle for positive intercultural
exchange either though conservation and the maintenance of cultural
continuity, or through hybridization and the means through which
migrant communities find compromise, or even consent, within the host
community. Each chapter presents a fascinating range of data and new
perspectives on cultures and languages in contact: from English (and
some of its varieties) to Italian, German, Spanish, and to Japanese and
Palauan, as well as an exemplary range of types of contact, in colonial,
multicultural, and diasporic situations. The authors use a range of
integrated approaches to examine how socio-linguistic food practices
can, and do, contribute to identity construction in diverse transnational
and diasporic contexts. The book will be of particular interest to students
and scholars of translation, semiotics, cultural studies and
sociolinguistics.
Cresci - Iginio Massari 2000-09-01

La donna rivista quindicinale illustrata Cupcakes - Susannah Blake 2007
There's something irresistible about cupcakes, whether it's the pretty
frosting or the childhood memories they evoke. Here, Susannah Blake
offers a delightful collection of delicious little cakes. Begin with easy-tomake Simple Cupcakes. From classic Maple and Pecan Cupcakes to meltin-the-mouth Orange and Almond Cupcakes, you won't be able to resist
whipping up a batch. Celebration Cupcakes offer a new take on tradition.
How about a tower of snowy-white Wedding Cupcakes, a plate of
Christmas Cupcakes, or even adding some sparkle to your 4th July party
with a plateful of Firework Cupcakes? When you need a little comfort,
turn to indulgent Cupcakes. Gooey Chocolate and Hazelnut Cupcakes
offer a taste of heaven, while Coffee and Praline Cupcakes make an
elegant treat. For a simple dessert, whip up a batch of Fresh Fruit
Cupcakes. *A truly irresistible collection of exquisite, easy-to-make
recipes for parties, afternoon teas, or sheer self-indulgence. *Tempting
photography by Martin Brigdale.
Contemporary Milanese Cooking - Cesare Battisti 2022-02-23
A delightful culinary voyage to discover the wonderful world of Milanese
cooking, presented here through a contemporary lens, yet
simultaneously highlighting traditional influences as well. The book is
divided into 13 chapters, each dedicated to a particular ingredient or
specific dish: brief introductions rich in curious and historical details are
followed by tips on recognizing the quality and seasonality of products.
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Mug Cakes: Chocolate - Sandra Mahut 2015-03-26
Satisfy that chocolate craving as soon as it strikes with Mug Cakes:
Chocolate - over 30 recipes for quick and delicious chocolate cakes that
require minimal effort and time. Mix a simple batter in a mug with a fork,
using whatever ingredients you have in your cupboard, microwave for a
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few minutes, and zap! You have a heavenly, gooey cake to indulge in all
by yourself. Mug Cakes: Chocolate shares recipes for all varieties of
chocolate cakes, from the simple dark chocolate; banana and chocolate;
and chocolate orange to cakes which push your mug-cake-making skills
to the max, like the swirl marshmallow or marble cake. Use your
chocolate favourites of Nutella, Crunchie bars or Oreos and make
irresistible cakes in a matter of minutes. Ideal for one (or maybe two if
you're feeling friendly), these cakes are perfect for when you're low on
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ingredients or don't want the effort of making a large cake that takes an
hour to cook. When you're looking for a quick treat - in front of the TV,
for kids after school, or for an impromptu dessert - Mug Cakes:
Chocolate will have you sorted. With a cute design and photographs to
show you that these cakes really do turn out looking scrumptious, all you
need is five minutes to spare, a microwave, and a serious cake craving!
The Story of Art - E. H. Gombrich 1950
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